
 
 
Thank you for offering to return to school.  The priorities at this time are helping young children to adapt to their new 
routines and supporting children to settle back into the setting, especially where there have been changes. Continuing 
to support their early language and communication skills is essential and having an interested adult reading them a 
story will be of a huge benefit to a child - but only if we are able to do this in a safe environment. 
 
Schools will have put new measures in place to reduce the risk of transmission of the Coronavirus. 
 
Once ‘Early Years’ and childcare providers are open to more children, all staff and children who are attending a 
childcare setting will have access to a test if they display symptoms of Coronavirus and are encouraged to get tested in 
this scenario. Visit the guidance on coronavirus testing and how to arrange to have a test: 
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-getting-tested 
 
Be aware that the Coronavirus outbreak may have caused significant mental health or wellbeing difficulties for some 
children. Be alert to harms that may have been hidden or missed while they have not been attending their regular 
settings. Please raise any concerns as you would normally do with the teacher or safeguarding officer in school or at 
ABC to read. 
 
Schools will look a little different and sadly many of the activities you would usually enjoy this term will not be able to 
go ahead but schools will be doing their best to ensure that the return will be as positive as possible.  The main thing is 
that children will be with one teacher and TA all day and carry out all subjects with them rather than moving around the 
school and going into sets; they are calling this a “bubble” system.   
 
Classrooms will look different, lots of furniture will have been removed and things will be covered over, such as 
bookshelves, and desks placed 2 metres apart.  Children will generally have a tray kept under their desks with all their 
work and stationery in there to prevent items going to and from schools.  There will be one-way entry and exit routes 
and the timetable could be different with staggered start and finish times.  Some children may not be in school 
uniforms in order to encourage clean clothing each day and they are likely to be wearing trainers to allow more physical 
exercise and outdoor play.  Children will be following strict hygiene routines and will have regular times for 
handwashing and gel sanitising. The school will have sanitisers in place. The children will be aware of social distancing 
and this can be addressed interactively with the child demonstrating 2 metres.   
 
As a volunteer, there is no need for anything other than normal personal hygiene and washing of clothes following a 
day in an educational or childcare setting.  We can provide clear face shields or washable cotton masks if you would 
prefer and you may want to take in some cleaning wipes to wipe any tables down or books before you use them. 
 
We do encourage, if you are able to, to use outside space as this will easily allow for distance. Most schools do have 
covered outside space. 
 
Initially the school may suggest that you only visit once a week instead of your usual two sessions a week. 
 
Below are some ideas which you may find useful for a social distancing session along with some top tips. If you have 
any other ideas that you would like to share with others or you need to chat through any problems then, as usual, 
please contact your fieldworker, your school contact or the ABC to read office. 
 
Please remember you can claim for expenses incurred through the office. 
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Resources 
We suggest that you limit the amount of resources that you take into school with you.  Children are used to seeing the 
teacher read from a big book shared to a whole class so a small book shared 1-1 will be fine.  Let the children choose 
from 2-3 books – this will give the child ownership, they will see the adult is being fair and will consequently be keen to 
get more involved. 
 
A great site to visit, which was set up to support families following school closures, The Literacy Trust has some useful 
tips and printables to use in sessions which can then be used and thrown away or the child can keep in school until your 
next session: https://literacytrust.org.uk/family-zone/ 
 
Remember we also have our own Pen and Pencil game printables that you can use from our website, under ‘Volunteer 
Resources’. As well as this, under our new tab ‘Storytelling’, there are various Activities which were put in place during 
COVID19: http://www.abctoread.org.uk/storytelling-with-abc-to-read/activities/ 
 
Ideas: 
 

 All children will benefit from listening to a story being read followed by a comprehension 
 They can pick a book and talk about favourite characters; talk about the words they could use to describe the 

character. 
 The child could hold the book and talk about their favourite picture, make up their own story around the 

picture or tell the story to you if they know it. 
 They could pick some words that they know on a page and see how many words they can think of that rhyme 

with it then make it into a game - you choose a simple word the child knows and they write down as many 
words as they can think of that rhyme 

 Offer storytelling to your group of children 
 
I have read the Statement and agree to follow any rules and guidelines set out by the school that I am supporting as 
well as government advice. 
 

Top tips for your sessions: 

♦ Prepare the session – a small selection of books, poems, jokes, pens/paper and games  
♦ Help the student to be comfortable by talking about their interests and what you and they have been doing over the 

last few months and what you have both been missing.  
♦ Talk about your anxieties and demonstrate how you deal with yours by writing one on a piece of paper, reading it 

back, perhaps with a picture and then screw it up and throw it away. Encourage the student to do the same, you 
can then write it down for them and throw it away. This activity can be done when the student is relaxed and ready 
to share or they can do it in their own time.  

♦ Let the student choose what they would like you to read. Show and talk about the books and say why you selected 
them (that you thought the child would like them).  

♦ Read to your student and talk about the pictures etc, encouraging interaction.  
♦ You might read a poem and get the student to join in with the chorus, guess the rhymes etc.  
♦ Read some jokes and get the student to think up punchlines, share their own jokes  
♦ Play games e.g. Scattergories – thinking of 5 things that can be found in a kitchen, a zoo etc. I went to the supermarket 

and I bought, I Spy.  
♦ Praise as much as possible and make the praise specific e.g. that rhyme was brilliant  
♦ Timing each activity may be helpful as well  
♦ Use when and then - when you’ve listened/read you can choose a game to play  
♦ Have fun together! 
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